
Power outages can be caused by many factors including high 
demand on the power grid, aging equipment, damage to local 
equipment from extreme weather, a fallen object such as a tree, 
or a vehicle accident. Critters such as birds, rats and squirrels 
can also cause power outages when they come in contact with 
high-voltage power lines or other electrified equipment. 

Much like a metallic balloon can trigger an electrical arc or 
flash, animals that climb or land on electrical equipment can 
serve as a conductor of electricity that can short transformers, 
trip circuit breakers, melt electrical equipment or cause a  
fire — all with the potential to cause power outages affecting 
our customers. Once a circuit breaker opens, it can cause circuit 
breakers or protective equipment to automatically shut-off 
to prevent damage to the rest of the system. When a system 
shut-off occurs, what was initially an outage impacting a limited 
number of customers can end up impacting a much larger 
number of customers. 

How Common Are Outages Caused By Animals?
While a bird or squirrel causing widespread power outages 
lasting several hours is rare, smaller outages lasting a few hours 
are not that uncommon. From January 1, 2015 through December 
31, 2015 small animals caused 67 power outages citywide.

Restoring Power
When outages are sparked by objects making contact with 
power lines, electricity is restored once crews repair or 
replace the lines and/or poles. When damage occurs at a 
larger facility like a distributing station (DS), crews need to 
“switch”, or reassign, the affected circuits to other working 
circuits that can carry the electrical load while they work 
to reset the affected circuit breakers and repair damaged 
equipment. The duration of an outage depends on the extent of 
the damage to equipment and unforeseen issues out in the field 
that can slow down repair work. 

Safeguarding Power Equipment
LADWP is taking steps to reduce animal-caused outages. We 
have started installing various types of protective covers on 
our poles and some station equipment to reduce the number 
of animal contacts. We are working to expand this program as 
part of our Power Reliability Program, but in a system as vast 
as Los Angeles’, with tens of thousands of poles and over 100 
distributing stations, it will take time to install system wide. 
Even then, high voltage equipment can’t be fully protected 
as critters have an uncanny ability to make their way into the 
smallest and most unusual places.

LADWP power crews also regularly inspect distributing stations 
and other power facilities to ensure no animal has taken refuge 
there and that no nests have been built on power equipment. If 
a nest is discovered or an animal found to have breached our 
facility, LADWP works with animal control experts to ensure the 
animal is safely removed from power poles and other potentially 
dangerous equipment.

How Does A Bird Or Small Animal Cause A Power Outage?

Construction – 29
Animals – 67
Trees – 96
Underground Faults – 392
Vehicle-Related – 402
Mylar Balloons – 512 


